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Ascension Wisconsin Research Institute (AWRI) Newsletter
AWRI supports and advances research across all Ascension Wisconsin ministries, fulfilling the

Ascension promise to those we serve through innovation, development and delivery of Healthcare
That Works, Healthcare That Is Safe and Healthcare That Leaves No One Behind.

The AWRI Newsletter is a combination of news and updates from within AWRI.
The AWRI includes: Executive Leadership, Sponsored Programs, Clinical Research Department, and

Research Integrity and Protections. Learn more about AWRI.

AWRI Updates and Announcements

Staff Updates & Recognition
Welcome to the new Clinical Research Department staff!

● Barbara Loomis, Research Nurse joined the Clinical research department on 9/20/2021
supporting research in the Fox Valley.

Recognition
● Jerry Kounga was selected to present at the "Worldwide Mandated Adverse Events Reporting as

a New Approach for Effective Global Pharmacovigilance" during the World DrugSafety Congress
Americas coming this October 20 and 21th, 2021  in Boston, MA

● Congratulations to Becky Snyder, IRB Coordinator, for being selected as a member of the 2021
PRIM&R Blog Squad! Public Responsibility in Medicine and Research (PRIM&R) selects a few
members annually to write about ethical issues in research and share their perspectives on the
topics covered during PRIM&R programming and annual conferences, which are published on
PRIM&R’s blog, Ampersand.

Sponsored Programs
Billing Compliance Update
Research billing compliance has become an area of focus for Ascension nationally and locally.  AWRI
Sponsored Programs staff are working with national research leadership to develop an Ascension wide
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for this process. Wisconsin is serving as a model market for billing.

The purpose of this SOP is to establish guidelines on the handling of research services and accounts in an
effort to ensure appropriate billing, coding, and reimbursement of those services across all Ascension
Ministries. This SOP will help ensure that we do not seek "double reimbursement" for study services nor
governmental reimbursement as a cost outlier for noncovered patient services.

How Investigators and Research staff can support this process:
● Enter visits into CTMS within 48hrs of the visit
● Make sure RECFs are sent to stakeholders within 48 hours of the visit
● Double Check RECFs for completeness and accuracy
● Make sure patients have been setup in EPIC under Research Maintenance
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https://ascensionwisconsinresearchinstitute.org/about/staff
https://blog.primr.org/


Research Integrity and Protections

IRB

Ascension eIRB System Updates --- SYSTEM GO-LIVE IS ONE MONTH AWAY!

Ascension is rolling out a national standard eIRB system. For Wisconsin, this eIRB will replace the current
eIRB (called Mentor). Go-live is scheduled for November 15th, 2021.

Additional training sessions and resources will be announced soon. Below are some high level updates and
things that Investigators and study teams should keep in mind.

Current Users, Approved Protocols and Submissions

User Accounts
● All active users will be given an account in the new eIRB. Upon go-live (expected 11/15), users will

get an email notice providing login information and instructions. Users will need to login and
establish a password to complete the account.

Current IRB Approved Protocols
● Limited study information for all currently approved protocols will be transferred. Investigators and

study teams will need to complete an amendment (Modification) so that the eIRB will function
appropriately for transferred studies; this can be done at the time of the next continuing review.
More information will be shared soon.

● Ongoing reviews of existing studies (i.e continuing
review, modifications, etc) will not be transferred or
entered into the eIRB for current studies.
Investigators and study teams should ensure that
the research study file is complete for these
documents, as the information from the Mentor
IRB system will no longer be available to them.

New Submissions
● Only studies that are approved can be transferred

to the new system. Any submissions entered into
Mentor that are not approved before 11/8 will not
be transferred, and will require manual re-entry.
Investigators and study teams should consider
this when determining whether to submit to the
IRB, contact the IRB staff with questions.

IRB Submission Black Out Period .
No IRB Submissions will be accepted
in  Mentor the week of 11/7-11/14.
All submissions can be submitted into
the new system beginning 11/15.

During this time, Emergency Use of
Investigational products should be
submitted per the usual process.

The online Self-Determination Tool for
Projects that are Not Human Subject
Research will remain available here.

If there are other urgent, but
non-emergent requests, contact the IRB
office at IRB@ascension.org.
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https://ascensionwisconsinresearchinstitute.org/researchers/research-integrity-and-protection/irb/emergency-use
https://redcap.link/ACRI-Self-Determination
mailto:IRB@ascension.org


Important Changes to Processing Flow and PI Signature

Review Process Status
The Ascension eIRB displays a workflow for each submission which shows the status from pre-submission
to review complete. These status changes impact what the users are able to do in the system in a different
way than our current system. As highlighted below,  actions are available or limited for  the PI/study team
and IRB/IRB office as the submission moves through the review process.

Investigator Signature
In the current system, the PI must sign electronically  in order to send the submission to the IRB. In the new
system, the PI is required to sign each time an new or updated information is sent to the IRB, during any point
in the submission process. These steps are highlighted yellow above.

It will be important for the PI to sign items as soon as possible to avoid delays.
As outlined above, IRB and IRB staff activities are limited while the submissions are awaiting Investigator
input, so the submission cannot be processed until the PI signs to submit.

How to complete an electronic signature in the Ascension eIRB:

● If the PI is completing the submission, they can
click “Submit” from the study workspace to sign.

● If someone other than the PI is preparing the
submission, that person must communicate to the
PI that the submission is ready to sign.

● The PI will login and go to the study; it will display
in the “Inbox”.

● The PI will review and click “Submit”

● On submitting, the PI affirms that they have
reviewed and confirmed the submission.

Other IRB Announcements
● IRB Rosters for IRB #1 and IRB #2 were updated 9/1/2021 and are also posted on the IRB website.
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https://ascensionwisconsinresearchinstitute.org/researchers/research-integrity-and-protection/irb


Research Education & Quality Management

REQM Presentation

Title: Common site review observations and tips for addressing them
When: Monday October 25th, 2-3 pm
Where: Google Meet (add to your calendar)

Video call link: https://meet.google.com/xuo-hmgx-gnn
Or dial: (US) +1 240-316-4012 PIN: 528 425 179#

This presentation and discussion session will review common observations from site AWRI
quality reviews and FDA inspections as well as discuss best practice for sites to avoid common
deficiencies in areas including study documentation, protocol adherence, and informed consent.
There will also be time for Q&A.

Recommended pre-review includes:
● Review Common applicable regulation, guidelines (what they actually say): FDA Consent 21 CFR 50,

FDA IND 21 CFR 312.62 (b), FDA IDE 21 CFR 812.140 (a), ICH GCP ( 4.5, 4.8, 4.9, 8)
● For Clinical Research Staff: CRCs Guide to coordinating Clinical Research (S. Sather) Ch 2, 15, appendix D

Reportable New Information (RNI)
Investigators are responsible for monitoring, reviewing and reporting events that could impact the rights,
welfare or safety of subjects, as well as the integrity of the research.

Examples of reportable new information (RNI) that must be promptly reported to the IRB includes:
● Serious or continuing noncompliance
● Unanticipated Problems Involving Risks to Subjects or Others (UPIRSOs)
● New safety information or notices from the Sponsor or FDA

All reports are submitted through the eIRB system (Mentor). Investigators and study teams can contact
the IRB with questions on reporting requirements. Also see RI&P SOP-204 and Guidance on Reportable
Events-New Information. D

Q&A: FDA Advice on Protocol Deviations

The FDA’s Office of Good Clinical Practice
responds to inquiries on a variety of topics,
providing answers on the agency’s official
regulations as well as best practices. Read the
selection of questions and answers on the
CenterWatch website.

The FDA Guidance: Adverse Event Reporting to
IRBs includes examples of AEs and
unanticipated problems that must be reported.

OHRP Mini-Tutorial: Reportable Events

OHRP’s Mini-tutorial on Reporting Unanticipated
Problem uses case examples to explain the
concept of unanticipated problems and how to
decide whether an unanticipated problem or
adverse event needs to be reported to the IRB
and OHRP.  View this and other mini-tutorials on
the OHRP website.

OHRP includes specific examples in it’s
Guidance on Unanticipated Problems Involving
Risks & Adverse Events.

Questions, Comments or suggestions for the AWRI Newsletter? Contact Jackie.Kirchen@ascension.org; 414-465-3134
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https://calendar.google.com/event?action=TEMPLATE&tmeid=NnQ3ZnQ4YWZhYmV2YXJuM3RvbXBudGFubmwgY19wcjBpcmdtdmVwbjF1NHRscWhiMTkwdW4wb0Bn&tmsrc=c_pr0irgmvepn1u4tlqhb190un0o%40group.calendar.google.com
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-21/chapter-I/subchapter-A/part-50/subpart-B?toc=1
https://ecfr.federalregister.gov/current/title-21/chapter-I/subchapter-D/part-312#p-312.62(b)
https://ecfr.federalregister.gov/current/title-21/chapter-I/subchapter-H/part-812#p-812.140(a)
https://database.ich.org/sites/default/files/E6_R2_Addendum.pdf
https://ascensionwisconsinresearchinstitute.org/-/media/Project/SXA---WI/AWRI/Files/RIP/IRB-SOPs/IRB-SOP-204-Reportable-Events-New-Information_v03_11-8-18.pdf?la=en&hash=C750EF083FEE31D9812C021F38CC5FB676E980C0
https://ascensionwisconsinresearchinstitute.org/-/media/Project/SXA---WI/AWRI/Files/RIP/IRB-Guidance/IRB-Guidance_Reportable-Events_12-21-17.pdf?la=en&hash=847031E00D2ED9DAAC83139000972AC7B4D73BDB
https://www.centerwatch.com/articles/25660-ask-the-experts-fda-advice-on-protocol-deviations?utm_campaign=CWWeekly&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=133221639&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8EquLCZhC7w_AMJ26CY7Bw-DbXfnCWGYazj6H6BPuIHp7Csn-bXwLc09HqwppW0Fcx-hDiTbA04AyIFlDRvaSQGDjvbf4oGSbN5N0P_7M5uk-0lCQ&utm_content=133221639&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.fda.gov/media/72267/download
https://www.fda.gov/media/72267/download
https://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/education-and-outreach/online-education/mini-tutorials/index.html
https://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/regulations-and-policy/guidance/reviewing-unanticipated-problems/index.html#AB
https://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/regulations-and-policy/guidance/reviewing-unanticipated-problems/index.html#AB
mailto:Jackie.Kirchen@ascension.org

